What information do
prospective postgraduate
taught students need?
Guidance for PGT recruitment teams
Meeting the wide variety of information needs of prospective postgraduate taught (PGT)
students can be extremely challenging. Despite great efforts made by many providers to
support PGT students, their information needs are not consistently met across the sector.
The four UK higher education funding bodies have commissioned research1, including a
survey of 1,800 current and prospective PGT students, analysis of provider case studies
and a literature review which has highlighted information types and delivery methods
which these students find useful.
We are inviting you to use this guidance to enhance any areas of your prospective
taught postgraduate information that could be improved, with particular
reference to web-site material.
Case studies of good practice are available as part of the research report which can be
found at www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/rereports/year/2014/pgtinfoneeds
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Information to provide
Make available course-specific
information that is consistent, accurate
and up-to-date, as well as accessible
or searchable by a range of means.
Exploring what courses are on offer is at the
heart of the decision to undertake further
study, once reassurance is available that
study is possible and can be funded. In
addition to A-Z lists of course titles, access to
course information via course title clustering,
broader subject groupings, career sector or
study mode are all useful entry routes.
Make available information about costs
and funding. Understanding both the cost
(fees including extra course costs) and the
potential sources of funding are crucial to
deciding if study is possible. Searchable
funding databases – including by course
subject – are recommended where feasible.

Develop several types of information
about the career outcomes for
graduates of each specific PGT
programme. Many prospective PGT
students seek career progression or change,
not entry to a first job, so employment
destination statistics alone may not give
them the evidence they seek. Stories from
graduates of the specific course, through
which they share their experiences and
career outcomes, can provide the qualitative
evidence prospective students are looking
for. This could be supported by facilitated
contact with PGT graduates.
Explain admissions processes clearly
including the timescales expected for
communications and decisions. Providing
this information up front helps to manage
prospective student expectations and allows
them make related plans, such as visa
applications.

Provide information that details the
level of expected engagement with
the course and how it is distributed

Information delivery
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Consider the way that information is

are often balancing a broad range of

provided for prospective PGT students

commitments so information regarding

in light of decision-making models such
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Figure 1: How prospective PGT students decide whether to apply for a course
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Facilitate direct contact between
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Develop rich resources (including social

In 2015 an online tool is due to be

media) to inform prospective students

launched. The tool will be designed to help

and to create dialogue between

prospective students identify questions they

potential, current and future students.

may want to ask and who they may need
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to speak to during their decision-making

personal narratives as relevant, important
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Develop segmentation of marketing
information that reflects the diversity of
the PGT market. Segmenting information
for prospective postgraduate students
in a way that reflects applicant need, for
example distinguishing between UK, EU and
international applicants, will assist them in
finding the information they want when
they need it.

prospective students as part of their PGT
recruitment practice.

